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ABSTRACT 

The principal objective of image enhancement is to process a given image so that the result is more suitable 

than the original image for a specific application.This transformation use different decomposition filters and 

reconstruction filters for the process of image enhancement. In this image has to be sub divided into small 

regions for image enhancement process. After division of the image into smaller region each region undergoes 

process of image enhancement and these regions have been reconstructed for retrieval of enhanced image.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1 Digital image processing: A picture is digitized to change over it to a structure which can be put away in a 

computer's memory or on some type of storage media, for example, a hard disk or CD-ROM. This digitization 

procedure should be possible by a scanner, or by a camcorder joined with an frame grabber board in a PC. Once 

the picture has been digitized, it can be worked upon by different picture handling operations. Image preparing 

operations can be generally isolated into three noteworthy classifications, Image Compression, Image 

Enhancement and Restoration, and Measurement Extraction. Picture pressure is natural to a great many people. 

It includes diminishing the measure of memory expected to store a computerized picture. Picture imperfections 

which could be created by the digitization process or by shortcomings in the imaging set-up can be adjusted 

utilizing Image Enhancement techniques. Once the picture is in great condition, the Measurement Extraction 

operations can be utilized to acquire helpful data from the picture. 

1.1.1 Analog image processing: Simple picture preparing is done on analog signals. It incorporates handling on 

two dimensional analog signals. In this kind of processing, the pictures are controlled by electrical means by 

differing the electrical signal. The regular case include is the television image. Digital image processing has 

overwhelmed over analog image processing with the progression of time due its more extensive scope of uses. 

1.1.2 Digital image processing: Digital image processing is the utilization of computer algorithms to perform 

picture handling on digital pictures. As a subcategory or field of digital signal processing, advanced picture 

preparing has numerous preferences Analog image processing. It permits a much more extensive scope of 

algorithms to be connected to the info information and can keep away from issues, for example, the build-up of 

noise and signal distortion. Since pictures are characterized more than two dimensions (maybe more) digital 

image processing might be show as multidimensional systems. 
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1.2 Medical Images: Medical imaging is the technique and procedure of making visual representations of the 

inside of a body for clinical examination and medicinal intercession, and also visual representation of the 

capacity of a few organs or tissues (physiology). Therapeutic imaging tries to uncover inward structures covered 

up by the skin and bones, and in addition to diagnose and treat disease. Medical imaging additionally builds up a 

database of normal anatomy and physiology to make it conceivable to distinguish variations from the norm. 

1.3 Image enhancement: In computer graphics, the procedure of enhancing the nature of a digitally stored image 

by controlling the picture with programming. It is entirely simple, for instance, to make a picture lighter or 

darker, or to increment or decline contrast. Advanced image enhancement software supports many filters for 

adjusting pictures in different ways. Programs particular for image enhancement is here and there called image 

editors.  

1.3.1 Spatial domain enhancement methods: The value of a pixel with coordinates (x,y) in the enhanced image  

is the consequence of performing some operation on the pixels in the area of (x,y) in the data picture, F. 

Neighborhoods can be any shape, yet generally they are rectangular. 

1.3.2 Frequency domain enhancement methods: Image enhancement in the frequency space is clear. We 

essentially process the Fourier transform of the picture to be upgraded, duplicate the outcome by a filter 

(instead of convolve in the spatial space), and take the inverse transform to create the improved image. The 

thought of blurring so as to obscure a picture its high recurrence parts or increasing so as to hone a picture the 

extent of its high frequency components is instinctively straightforward. Notwithstanding, computationally, it 

is frequently more effective to actualize these operations as convolutions by small spatial filters in the spatial 

space. Understanding frequency area ideas is critical, and prompts enhancement techniques that won't be 

considered by confining regard for the spatial domain. 

1.4 Enhancement by point processing: These processing methods are based only on the intensity of single 

pixels. 

1.4.1 Image negatives:  

This kind of change essentially discredits the majority of the qualities in picture and includes the estimation of 

the most extreme (total) force to all pixels in the picture. 

 

Fig 1.1: X-Ray image of bones 

1.4.2 Contrast stretching: 

This kind of change is utilized to improve low differentiation pictures. In a low contrast image particular points 

of interest are hard to decide because of the way that most pixels are at the same power esteem. Contrast 
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stretching so as to extend determines this issue the lighter pixels to a higher intensity level, and doing precisely 

the inverse to the lower intensity pixels.  

 

Fig 1.2: Contrast stretching 

1.5 Image enhancement techniques: There are different methodologies have been accessible for image 

enhancement from low resolution to high resolution. These approaches have been described below. 

1.5.1 Adaptive Median Filter: Taking into account two sorts of picture models adulterated by impulse noise, we 

propose two new algorithms for versatile middle channels. They have variable window size for evacuation of 

driving forces while safeguarding sharpness. The first, called the ranked-order based adaptive median filter 

(RAMF), depends on a test for the vicinity of driving forces in the inside pixel itself took after by a test for the 

vicinity of remaining motivations in the middle filter output. The second one, called the impulse size based 

adaptive median filter (SAMF), depends on the recognition of the span of the drive clamor. It is demonstrated 

that the RAMF is better than the nonlinear mean Lp filter in evacuating positive and negative driving forces 

while at the same time protecting sharpness; the SAMF is better than Lin's (1988) versatile plan since it is less 

complex with better execution in uprooting the high thickness indiscreet commotion and in addition non 

impulsive noise and in saving the fine subtle elements. Reproductions on standard pictures affirm that these 

algorithms are better than standard middle filters. 

1.5.2 Histogram Equalization: Histogram is a strategy in image processing of contrast conformity utilizing the 

picture's histogram. The technique is helpful in pictures with backgrounds and foregrounds views that are both 

brilliant and both dark. Specifically, the technique can prompt better perspectives of bone structure in x-ray 

images, and to better detail in photos that are over or under-uncovered. A key point of preference of the strategy 

is that it is a genuinely direct system and an invertible operator. So in principle, if the histogram equalization 

function is known, then the first histogram can be recouped. The count is not computationally escalated. A 

detriment of the strategy is that it is aimless. It might build the difference of foundation contrast, while 

diminishing the usable sign. In investigative imaging where spatial relationship is more critical than power of 

sign, (for example, separating DNA fragments of quantized length), the small ratio usually hampers visual 

detection. 

1.5.3 Histogram Modified Local contrast Enhancement: The standard histogram equalization (HE) ordinarily 

brings about contrast enhancement due to absence of control on the level of enhancement. The Histogram 

Modified Local Contrast Enhancement (HM-LCE) is acquainted in this paper with alter the level of contrast 

enhancement, which thus gives the resultant picture a strong contrast furthermore brings the neighborhood 
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points of interest present in the first picture for more applicable elucidation. It joins a two stage handling both 

histogram changes as an optimization technique and a local contrast enhancement technique. This method is 

tested for Mias mammogram images.  

1.5.4 Contrast Limited Adaptive Histogram Equalization (CLAHE): 

CLAHE operates on little areas in the picture, called tiles, as opposed to the whole picture. Every tile's contrast 

is enhanced, so that the histogram of the yield district roughly coordinates the histogram indicated by the 

"Distribution" parameter. The neighboring tiles are then joined utilizing bilinear insertion takes out falsely 

prompted limits. The complexity, particularly in homogeneous ranges, can be restricted to abstain from opening 

up any noise that may be available in the picture.  

1.5.5 Fuzzy Contrast Enhancement: The execution assessment of contrast enhancement algorithm is normally 

client characterized furthermore relies on upon the picture quality and application i.e., distinctive pictures 

require diverse sorts of algorithm to enhance. This paper manages another contrast enhancement algorithm, 

which maps components from pixel plane to participation plane and to improvement/change plane. Deficiencies 

of existing contrast enhancement techniques are corrected with the assistance of a scientific apparatus called 

`Fuzzy set'. These fuzzy sets can be formed to deal with the instability and/or ambiguity connected with 

pictures. To assess the execution, this new calculation is connected on various pictures and few assessment 

parameters are computed, which demonstrates the change over some other existing contrast enhancement 

techniques based on fuzzy sets. 

 

II. REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

 

Jong-Sen Lee et al [1] ―Digital Image Enhancement and Noise Filtering by Use of Local Statistics‖ 

Computational techniques including contrast upgrade and noise filtering on two-dimensional image arrays are 

produced in light of their nearby mean and difference. These algorithms are non recursive and don't require the 

utilization of any sort of change. They have the same attributes in that every pixel is handled autonomously. 

Hence, this methodology has an undeniable favorable position when utilized as a part of continuous 

computerized digital image processing and where a parallel processor can be utilized. For both the added 

substance and multiplicative cases, the from the earlier mean and fluctuation of every pixel is gotten from its 

neighborhood mean and difference. At that point, the base mean-square blunder estimator in its least difficult 

structure is connected to get the noise filtering algorithms. For multiplicative noise a factual ideal straight 

estimate is made. Trial results demonstrate that such a supposition yields an exceptionally compelling filtering 

algorithm. Illustrations on pictures containing 256 Ã— 256 pixels are given. Results demonstrate that much of 

the time the procedures created in this paper are promptly versatile to real-time image processing. 

M. Abdullah-Al-Wadud et al [2] ―A Dynamic Histogram Equalization for Image Contrast Enhancement‖ In 

this paper, a smart contrast enhancementtechnique based on conventional histogram equalization (HE)algorithm 

is proposed.  

FarookSattar, et al [3] ―Image Enhancement Based on a Nonlinear Multi-scale Method‖ An image 

enhancement method that decreases speckle noise and preserves edges is presented. The strategy depends on 

another nonlinear multi-multi-scale reconstruction scheme that is acquired by progressively consolidating each 
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coarser scale image with the relating changed interscale picture. Recreation results are incorporated to show the 

execution of the proposed technique. 

NikShahidahAfifi et al [4] ―Enhancement of Medical Image Compression by using Threshold Predicting 

Wavelet-Based Algorithm‖ In recent decades with the quick improvement in biomedical engineering, digital 

medical imageshave been turning out to be progressively vital in doctor's facilities and clinical environment. 

Obviously, navigating medicinal pictures between healing centers require a convoluted procedure. The point of 

this paper is to uncover our new proposed compression algorithm. It began by dividing the picture territory into 

Region of Interest (ROI) and Region of Background (ROB) and utilize the extraordinary components give by 

wavelet algorithm to deliver proficient coefficients. These coefficients are then will be edge by utilizing our new 

proposed thresholding foreseeing calculation. This still under-going venture is relied upon to deliver a quick 

pressure calculation other than diminishing the picture size without enduring with the accuracy of picture  

quality.Janani, V. et al [5] ―Infrared image enhancement techniques A review‖, From the most punctual 

beginning stage of picture changing, the investigators took the test of picture redesign change as a vital focus 

subsequent to updating a photo would achieve change in the photo quality. Picture must be redesigned going 

before any predefined taking care of. A perfect Enhancement method should update both superb and low quality 

pictures, and should highlight even little purposes of interest concealed in the photo. Infrared picture redesign 

refines the inconspicuous components immerged far away and give an contrast free picture as yield. This paper 

was expected to discuss and analyze about various picture change techniques and channels that are used to 

overhaul the way of the given information picture. 

Hasikin, K et al [6] ―Enhancement of the Low Contrast Image Using Fuzzy Set Theory‖ This paper shows a 

fuzzy grayscale improvement system for low difference picture. The corruption of the low difference picture is 

mostly brought about by the deficient lighting amid picture catching and in this way in the end brought about 

non-uniform enlightenment in the picture. A large portion of the created difference improvement strategies 

enhanced picture quality without considering the non-uniform lighting in the picture. The fuzzy grayscale 

picture improvement system is proposed by expanding fluffy measures contained in the picture. The enrollment 

capacity is then altered to upgrade the picture by utilizing force law change and immersion administrator. The 

subjective and quantitative exhibitions of the proposed system are contrasted and alternate routines. The 

proposed strategy created better quality improved picture and obliged least preparing time than alternate 

strategies. 

Wang Xianghong et al [7] ―An Effective Method to Color Medical Image Enhancement‖ Image enhancement 

development accepts a key part in picture changing. By overhauling some information and controlling other 

information particularly, it can improve picture visual effect. Shading medicinal picture is getting the 

opportunity to be more imperative in helpful judgment. In this paper, a upgrade math used for shading remedial 

picture is analyzed. After the change in perspective of wavelet examination, the shading space change system is 

associated with the shading helpful picture. The framework can upgrade the photo sharpness and make the 

picture attributes all the more clear. The redesign result is significant for further examination. 
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III. APPROACHES USED 

 

Counterlet Transformation: The Contour let transform uses a double filter bank structure to get the smooth 

contours of images. In this twofold filter bank, the Laplacian pyramid (LP) is initially used to catch the point 

discontinuities, and afterward a directional Filter bank (DFB) is utilized to shape those point discontinuities into 

straight structures. The Laplacian pyramid (LP) disintegration just delivers one band-pass picture in a 

multidimensional sign handling that can stay away from recurrence scrambling. Also, directional Filter bank 

(DFB) is fit for high recurrence since it will release the low recurrence of signs in its directional sub-groups. 

This is the motivation to consolidate DFB with LP, which is multi-scale disintegration and evacuate the low 

recurrence. The Contour let change is propelled by the human visual framework and Curve let change which can 

catch the smoothness of the form of pictures with various extended shapes and in assortment of headings. Be 

that as it may, it is hard to inspecting on a rectangular matrix for Curve let change since Curve let change was 

produced in consistent space and bearings other than level and vertical are altogether different on rectangular 

framework. Accordingly, the Contour let change was proposed at first as a directional multi-determination 

change in the discrete area. 

Histogram Equalization: This method usually increases the global contrast of many images, especially when the 

usable data of the image is represented by close contrast values. Through this adjustment, the intensities can be 

better distributed on the histogram. This allows for areas of lower local contrast to gain a higher contrast. 

Histogram equalization accomplishes this by effectively spreading out the most frequent intensity values. The 

method is useful in images with backgrounds and foregrounds that are both bright or both dark. In particular, the 

method can lead to better views of bone structure in x-ray images, and to better detail in photographs that are 

over or under-exposed. A key advantage of the method is that it is a fairly straightforward technique and 

an invertible operator. So in theory, if the histogram equalization function is known, then the original histogram 

can be recovered. The calculation is not computationally intensive. A disadvantage of the method is that it is 

indiscriminate. It may increase the contrast of background noise, while decreasing the usable signal. 

Prediction Wavelet-Based Algorithm: Wavelet transform is a powerful tool for digital signal processing. It has 

fine frequency resolution and coarse time resolution at lower frequency, and coarse frequency resolution and 

fine time resolution at higher frequency. The continuous wavelet transform (CWT) maps a one dimensional 

signal to a highly redundant joint time-scale representation. Discrete wavelet transform (DWT) removes the 

redundancy of CWT by using discrete steps for scale and translation. 

 

IV. CONCLUSION 

 

Image enhancement is process to convert the image into high resolution from low resolution. In this paper 

various approaches have been reviewed that has been used for image resolution enhancement. These approaches 

utilize various operations for image enhancement by dividing image into spatial domain or frequency domain.  

These enhancements approaches use various types of filter for removal of noise from low resolution images. In 

this paper spatial as well as frequency domain and combination of both approaches have been discussed. By 

analyzing the behavior of these approaches one best approach can be used for image enhancement that convert 

image into high resolution without loss of any subsequent information.  
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